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The paper treats the problem of obtaining numerical solutions to the Fokker- 
Plank equation for the density of a diffusion, and for the conditional density, 
given certain “white noise” corrupted observations. These equations generally 
have a meaning only in the m-eak sense; the basic assumptions on the diffusion 
are that the coefficients are bounded, and uniformly continuous, and that the 
diffusion has a unique solution in the sense of multivariate distributions. It is 
shown that, if the finite difference approximations are carefully (but naturally) 
chosen, then the finite difference solutions to the formal adjoints yield imme- 
diately a sequence of approximations that converge weakly to the weak sense 
solution to the Fokker-Plank equation (conditional or not), as the difference 
intervals go to zero. 
The approximations seem very natural for this type of problem. They are 
related to the transition functions of a sequence of hlarkov chains, the measures 
of whose continuous time interpolations converge weakly to the (measure of) 
diffusion, as the difference intervals go to zero, and, hence, seem to have more 
physical significance than the usual (form4 or not) approximations. The method 
is purely probabilistic and relies heavily on results of the weak convergence of 
measures on abstract spaces. 
Let R’ and R+ denote Euclidean r-space and the real interval [0, ‘CD), resp., 
and suppose that f(., .) and u(., .) are uniformly continuous and bounded Rr 
and (1. x F) matrix valued functions on R’ x R+~, resp. Let fi denote the ith 
component of f, and define the matrix -4 = (a,, , i, j = l,..., Y). = UCJ’. 
Suppose that the It6 stochastic differential equation 
dx(t) =f(x, t) dt + u(x, t) dzu(t), 
where w(.) is a standard r-dimensional Wiener process, has a unique solution 
(in the sense of multivariate distributions) on [s, OCI) for each s ,- 0 and 
initial value x(s) = .t’ E Rr. 
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Let s(s) have a density p,(.), and suppose (for the moment only) that x(t), 
t 3 s, has a density, which we denote by p(., t), or by p(~, s; ., t) when 
pa(.) = 6(x - u). Th en f ormally (and, under certain additional conditions, 
in a precise strong or weak sense)p(u, s; ., e) andp( ., .) satisfy the Kolmogorov 
forward (Fokker-Plank) equation (2) with the appropriate initial conditions. 
Suppose one tries to solve (2) by the finite difference method. If <4 and f 
are not sufficiently smooth or d is not uniformly elliptic, then even if p 
exists (which it may not), it may not be smooth enough for (2) to have a 
meaning, and the finite difference solution map not have a meaning. Lye will 
study an essentially straightforward finite difference solution to the formal 
ad’oint of (2). That solution will give us, with very little extra work, an 
approximation to either p(., i) or p(~, s, ., t), in the sense that the approxima- 
tions converge weakly’ to these quantities as the difference intervals go to 
zero, whether or not the p functions are smooth or have only a weak sense 
meaning. The proof requires only the conditions of the$rst paragraph and 
another pair of conditions (Al)-(A3) below.’ Thus, we include the com- 
pletely degenerate and (otherwise) numerically difficult case -6l(., .) = 0. 
The sequence of approximations (finite difference solutions) that we obtain 
are also transition probabilities for a sequence of Markov chains that, suitably 
interpolated, converge weakly (as the difference intervals go to zero) to the 
measure induced by (1). In fact, as will be seen below, the result is stronger 
than indicated above, since we can also approximate the expectations of 
suitably continuous functions of the process on any interval [0, 7’1. 
The approximations have a natural physical interpretation, unlike direct 
finite difference solutions to (2), which, even under strong ellipticit!- and 
smoothness conditions, can at best be considered as an approximation to the 
solution to (2), and generally have no other physical interpretation. For this 
reason, it may be that our approach yields a more stable and more suitable 
solution. Equation (2) or its formal adjoint is thus used only for numerical 
purposes. Convergence takes place whether or not (2) or its adjoint has an! 
1 Thus, expectations of continuous bounded functions that are computed with these 
approximations converge to the true expectations as the difference intervals go to zero. 
p Since Eq. (2) must be solved in a finite region, conditions to be given below deal 
with the boundary of the selected region. If G is the selected region, we will actuall! 
obtain an approximation, e.g., (among other quantities) to the weak sense density of 
P,.&(t) s: y j X(/T) E G, s Q p Q t;. Condition (A3) basically is a condition bounding 
the sum of the off diagonal terms of -4 by twice the diagonal term. Under the conditions 
on the first paragraph and (A3), convergence holds for any initial condition x, or 
density p..( .) for which (.?\ I), (i\2) hold. 
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meaning at all. The methods of proof are purely probabilistic and do not 
rely on classical methods of numerical analysis. 
An important standard problem of nonlinear filtering will also be treated 
by the same method. For some integer V, let g(., .) be a bounded3 continuous 
R” valued function on Rr x R+, and let z(.) denote a standard R” valued 
Wiener process, independent of w(.). Define the It6 process y(e) by 
dy(t) = gW, 4 dt + 4t). (3) 
Let S?: denote the minimal u-algebra generated by {yl., s < Y < t}. Then 
purel?) formally, the conditional density 
p(x, t, w) = p(r < x(t) < x + dx 1 B’,“) (s < t) 
satisfies (4) with initial condition p(x, S, w) = pS(x) given [8] 
dp(x, t, w) = 9*p(x, t, w) dt 
i- P(.Y, t, w) (d>!(t) - Es’&(t), t) dt)’ (g(x, t) - E.gt&(t), t)), 
where, for any integrable function F, we use 
(4) 
E,“F = E[F 1 #;I. 
Our method will yield an interesting weak sense4 approximation to 
p(x, t, w), which converges under the same conditions given for the first 
problem and the above continuity and boundedness conditions on g. 
The basic techniques involve results in weak convergence of measures and 
their application to the finite difference solutions of degenerate elliptic and 
parabolic equations and are based on the ideas in [l and 21. A survey of the 
techniques appears in [9], and a much fuller development, with applications 
to control, will appear in [IO]. 
PART I. THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO (2) 
1. Problem Formulation 
For numerical purposes, it is usually necessary that the state space (in 
particular, the essential range of x(t) over the time interval and set of initial 
conditions of interest) be bounded. We can make such an assumption here 
also. Instead of this, and in order to obtain a reasonably general framework 
(including as special cases the above “bounded region” case, as well as the 
3 Boundedness off, -.T, and g is assumed since, for the numerical method, a finite 
state space is used. But if one wishes to use finite difference approximations on an 
infinite difference grid, the boundedness can be weakened. 
4 The sequence of expectations computed with the approximations converge to the 
true conditional expectation as the difference interval goes to zero. 
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first passage time analog to (2)), we will assume the following. Let G be a 
bounded open set with compact closure G = G + aG, and fix5 s, T (s < T) 
in R+. 
For any continuous R” valued function u(.) on [0, co), define 
T,(u(.)) = min{t: t > s, u(t) $ G). 
If u(t) E G for all s < t < cc, then TJU( )) = 03. We simply write T~(s(.)) as 
7S, if x(.) solves (1). Convergent (as the difference intervals go to zero) 
approximations to the weak sense densities will be obtained for the process 
S?(.), which equals x(t) until the first exit time, Q-~, and then equals s(T,), for 
t > TV. Let CrT denote the space of continuous R’ valued functions on 
[s, T], T > 0, with the sup norm topology. We need the following assump- 
tions for the values s, T of interest. u(.) denotes a generic element of Cr*. 
If x(s) has a density ps(.), then replace the conditioning in (Al), (A2) by the 
condition that x(s) has density pS(.). 
(Al) PZ,,<{rs = T) = 0, x E G, where P,., denotes the probability, gizlen 
that x(s) := x, a gizjen uector. 
(A2) The function T n ~Ju( .)): C,/’ + [s, T], is6 continuous on CTr 
w.~.l.~ relative to the measure pc induced on C$’ by x(t), t E [s, T], where 
x(s) = x, a gizm vector. 
Let K( .) and #( .) denote real valued bounded continuous functions on R’. 
[It is actually only necessary to define them on some neighborhood of G and 
ZG, resp.] Let b denote the pair (K, $), and IA the indicator function of a set rl. 
The function I,( ., .) defined by 
vt,(x, t) = &4(x(T)) &>TI + LdW n 4) h+tsri T 2 t, s E G, 
formally satisfies 
av;;y 0 + Lw&‘, t) = 0, x E G, t < T, 
P-&x,, T) = h(x), .t E G, 
16(x, t) == 4(x), xeaG, t<TT; 
(5) 
s s will be the initial time and T the last time of interest. 
6 Tn T - min[T, 71. 
7 Continuity of T&U(.)) A T is implied by (a) T~(u(.)) # T, (b) u(.) is not tangent 
to 8G at the point of contact, if any; namely, at the point of contact u(e) actually 
crosses the boundary. This must hold only at almost all trajectories of (1). The con- 
dition is not very stringent. See [4, pp. 89-931 for a further discussion. Note that 
(a), (b) imply that the function 1{7g(l,(.)),rj on Cr’is continuous w.p.l., relative to PC. 
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Due to (Al), the boundary value at x = %G, t = T, will be of no importance. 
Let h and d denote the spatial and temporal finite difference intervals, resp. 
Define R,’ as the grid {x: x = (nrh ,..., n,h)), where each of the n, ,..., n, 
range over all positive and negative integers and zero, and define 
G,, = R,r n G. 
The general procedure involves seeking the finite difference solution to (5) 
(backward equation) by use of a reasonable selection of finite difference 
approximations to the derivatives. The solution will immediately yield the 
desired weak sense approximate solution to (2) (forward equation), which 
will also allow us to calculate the approximation to PTb(x, t) for any bounded 
continuous pair b. 
2. The Finite Dz#erence Approximations 
Let ei denote the unit vector in the ith coordinate direction of R’. We 
introduce the finite difference approximations (6)-(9). Equations (6)-(9) will 
be motivated further below. 
3Vb(X, tyat - [Vb(X, t + 0) - I’t(x, t)]/Ll, (6) 
arb(x, t)/ik, + [ V,(x + eih, t + d) - Vb(x, t + d)]/h, if fi(x) 3 0, 
+ [P-~(x., t + A) - P-,(x - e,h, t + d)]/h, if fi(s) < 0, 
81,7,,(x, t)j3xi2 + [C-&x + e,h, t + A) - 2Vb(x, t + A) 
(7) 
-+ I’,(x - eih, t + d)]/hZ, 
(8) 
816(x, t)/&itYxj+ & [2Vb(x, t + A) -t I’,(x + eih & ejh, t + A) 
-; Vb(s - e,h F eih, t + d]/2h2 
i [V&c + qh, t + A) + vb(t - e&, t + 4 
(9) 
+ V&x + ejh, t + A) + L-*(x - ejh, t + A)]/2h2, 
i f j, where the upper signs are used if a,j(x, t) 2 0, the lower if aJ.x, t) < 0. 
Define 
p:*‘(x, x) = 1 - (d/h2) [T h lfi(x, t)l + 2 c aii(x, t) - c 1 aii(x, t)/] . 
i.i 
if? 
The values off and A, for x $ G, can be chosen in any manner at all, provided 
only that they are bounded and uniformly continuous in Rr. 
For any real valued function F( .), define F+( .) and F-( .) by 
F+(x) = max[g(x), 01, F-(x) = max[-F(x), 01, 
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and define the functions 
j$‘“(~, X f eih) z (d,‘h2) 
i 
l&(X, t) - 1 1 U,j(X, t)l + hfi*(X, t) , 
jzi I 
p!,“(x, .2 + ejh - ejh) = p~*“(x, x - e,h + ejh) 
= (A/h2) a&, t), i +j, 
pf*“(.r, x + e,h + eih) = p:*“(x, x - eih - eih) 
EE (A/h’) u;(x, t), i+j. 
For y not a neighboring grid point to x, define P~*~(x, y) = 0. We also need 
condition (A3). 
(A3) Suppose that A, h are chosen so that p:*“(s, x) E [0, l] and that 
aii(x, t) - 1 I u,j(.y, t)l + h Ifi(r, t)l 3 0. 
jfi 
3. The Finite Dz#erence Solution to (5) 
Denote the solution to the finite difference equation by Vt*“(x, t). Choose 
d so that T = ,VA for some integer N. Then substituting (6)-(9) into (5) 
yields (after some rearrangement) 
with 
qy.x, t) = x p:‘*“(x, y) lI;*“(y, t + A), XEG,, (10) 
3’ERhl 
V;-‘(x, T) = k(w), .%-EGA, (114 
P$“(x, t) = c$(x), xeRhr-Gh, t =nfl, n=N,N- l,.... (1 lb) 
Note that all the &*“(x, y) are nonnegative and they sum (over y) to unity, 
for each x. Thus@(x, y) can be (and will be) considered (for each d, h) to be 
the transition probability for a nonstationary Markov chain on the state space 
Rhp. Let {[ts”} denote the random variables of the chain; i.e., 
It will turn out that these pF*‘(x, y) (which do not depend on d( .) or k(.)) will 
provide preciseb the desired approximations to both the forwurd and backward 
equations. 
Define the continuous parameter process pJ(.) by the interpolation 
.p(t) = ,$*A, t E [iA, id + A). 
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4. The Process tksA(.) 
Fix s and T, and define Drr to be the space of R’ valued functions on 
[s, T] that are right continuous, left continuous at T, and have left-hand 
limits. Then (ignoring the jumps of f”*“(m) at t = T, if any) the paths of the 
processes x(.) and $a”(.) on [s, T] are elements of D,’ w.p.1. Suppose that 
D,’ is endowed with the Skorokhod topology [3, p. 1 ll-1151. If u(.) is a 
continuous element of DTT, then u,(.) -+ u( .) in the Skorokhod topology is 
equivalent to uniform convergence on [s, T]. Let F(.) denote any bounded 
real valued function on D,’ that is continuous with probability one with 
respect to pD(.), the measure that x(.) induces on D,‘. Let pksA(.) denote the 
measure that ehsA(.) induces on D, r. Then it can be shown that pksA(.) con- 
verges weakly* to po( .) in the sense that for any x that is in all the grids Rllr, 
and for s < T, 
-%,,~(Sk~A(~)) - &sF(x(-)I, as h, A -+ 0. 02) 
A result very close to (12) is provided in [2] under some additional 
restrictions on (T andf. The result in [2] is for an optimization problem, where 
f depends on a control. (Simply ignore the control.) Also, the result in [l], 
showing weak convergence of a sequence of Markov chains to a diffusion, 
yields (12) directly, under precisely the conditions of uniform continuity and 
boundedness off and u, uniqueness of the solution to (l), and (A3). It is not 
hard to verify the conditions of [l]; in particular, 
and 
If x(s) has a density p,(.), then replace E,,, in (12) by the appropriate 
expectation operator. 
Under conditions (Al, A2), the real valued function on DTr with values 
T~(u( .)) n T is continuous w.p.1. relative to po( .). Thus, both 
are continuous w.p.1. on D,’ relative to pD(.). Thus, defining T$” E TJ~J(.)), 
we have (13), (14) as d, h -+ 0. Note that since x(e) is continuous w.p.l., the 
Crr and po in (A2) can be replaced by D,* and tin , resp.: 
* Henceforth we may say instead that the sequence fhsA(.) converges weakly to LX(.). 
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The convergences (13) and (14) imply that the transition function for the 
chain {S$“> provides the needed approximations to the solution of either the 
forward or backward Kolmogorov equations. 
5. Approximations to the Solutions of the Forward and Backward Kolmo- 
gorozj Equations and a Representation for V[,‘(x., s) 
Let GIh denote the set of points y on Rhr for which &,‘(x’, y) > 0 for some 
w E G, and some i such that s < iA < T. To write an explicit expression for 
the left sides of (13), (14), we first define a transition probability pi’“( ., .) on 
Gh by 
jf*“(x, y) = p:*“(.Y, y), s E G,, , y E Gl”, t = iA E [s, T], 
= a,, , s E Glh - G,, . 
Let Pf.” denote the transition matrix (j:*“(.~, T), s, J E GIhj.. Pn.‘, of course, 
is the transition function for the Markov chain that is stopped on first entrance 
into R,’ - Gh . Let n, N be integers for which nA = s, NA = T, and define 
the matrix Ci:d, = {c~;“,(x, y), X, ~7 E Grh} by (C$“, = I, the identity) 
C &A - P,“*“... P,$fl, n,N - N > n. (13 
Then, for all x E Gh , 
E~,,$@‘*“(TN l{$A;>q = 1 c:::h Y) k(y), (164 
lEG* 
Es.a4(5h*A(~f*3 n T)) Ic7;.~cTI = 1 C::;(~V Y) h’). Mb) 
z/EG,*-G, 
The function Vf*’ The matrix C/t, s) is the sum of (16a) and (16b). 
n: N provides the desired approximation (convergent as 
h, A -+ 0) to either the forward or backward equation; considered as function 
of four variables, namely, nA = s, NA = T, and X, y(.v, y on Gh), it is 
precisely the desired approximation to the function of four variables with 
values p(~, s; y, t) for each X, s for which (Al), (A2) hold. The approximation 
(15) can be iterated to the left (backward) or to the right (forward). 
Let C::“,(X) denote the row of C:;d, corresponding to state x on Gh . If we 
are only interested in approximating the forward solution for the initial 
condition x(s) = x E Gh , then simply note that (evolving forward in time) 
C Gus+, = c::;(x) P$” . (174 
Observe that, even though (5) may be purely formal, the use of the finite 
difference approximation still yields the desired quantity in the limit, namely, 
[for each x for which (Al), (A2) hold] 
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and that our approach to the finite difference method has given us an auto- 
matic method for finding an approximating chain and the attendent approxi- 
mating transition function. 
Suppose that the random variable x(s) is concentrated on G and has the 
weak sense density p,(.). For each small h, let pah(.) denote a weak sense 
density of a random variable with support on GI, such that p$(.) converges 
weakly to p(.) as h + 0. Then in (I 7), to get the desired approximation to the 
forward equation, we simply use 
(17b) 
where i;i*<, are row vectors and ci-1 is simply the vector of components of 
the initial condition p,“(.) arranged in the correct order. 
The computation in (17) is of the same order as for any other of the standard 
finite difference methods of solving (2). 
PART II. THE NONLINEAR FILTERING PRosLanr 
1. Preliminaries 
It would be very convenient if the weak convergence of P”*~( ) to pD( ) 
actually implied w.p.1. uniform convergence of e”*“(.) to x(.) on [s, T]. There 
is a metric (generating the Skorokhod topology) with respect to which DTT 
is a complete separable metric space [3, p. 114-1151. Hence, we can use a 
result of Skorokhod [5, p. 2811 that says (using the fact that {@J(.)} con- 
verges weakly to po(.)) that there is a probability space (Q, &, p) and separable 
random functions ghJ(.), e(.), t E [s, T] defined on that space so that for any 
Bore1 set B E DTr, 
P{p”+) E B} = P{P*“(.)) E B}, P{i( .) E B) = P{x( .) E B}, 
and ihsA( .) conaerges to a( .) in the topology of DTr w.p.1. The chain [z,” has the 
same probability law as .$>“, and it can be shown that i(.) satisfies (1) for 
some Wiener process. 2;(.), a(.) is continuous w.p.l., since it is separable and 
.x(e) is continuous w.p.1. Thus @*(.) converges to a(.) on [s, T] w.p.1. 
Since the underlying probability space is unimportant for our purposes, 
we can assume that there is w.p.1. convergence for all initial conditions x(s) 
for which (Al, A2) hold and will omit, for notational convenience, the aflix h. 
Since, by (Al, A2), T~(u(.)) n T is also continuous on DTT w.p.l., with 
respect to po(.), the stopped processes fhvA(t n T:*“) converge to x(t n T,) 
uniformly on [s, T] w.p.l., as h, d -+ 0, for all initial conditions x(s) for which 
(Al, A2) hold. 
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Let x(.) and p-d(.) denote the stopped (at 7S and T$‘, resp.) processes. 
Augment the probability space by adding a continuous (stopped) process 
S(.) that is independent of X( ) but has the same multivariate distributions; 
i.e., for some independent vector valued Wiener processes, a(.) and e(a), 
x(t) = N + ~tn7,f(%4, P)4 + I’ f”‘~@4, P) d%), -.3 
i(t) = .T + [fnh(~), P) dp + j;‘“‘^+(,), p) dC(p), 
where Q, E min{t: 2(t) E EG}. Define j(.) by 
G(t) = g@(t), t) dt + d+), 
where x(.) is a standard Rr valued Wiener process independent of a(.) and 
e?(.) and g( ., .): Rr >: R+ --f R” is bounded and continuous. Define 
For any real valued bounded Bore1 function K(.) on R’, define the random 
function Vk(., ., .) with values (T 3 s) 
p-&t, s, w) = ~,,,W(s, T) 4.V)) I ds’>, 
where dST is the minimum u-algebra that measures j(f), s < p < T. Then, 
it is known [6, 71, that 
(194 
If x(s) is a random variable with weak sense density pS(.) (supported on G), 
then 
E{k(3i;( T) 1 gsT} = j” V&, $, w) $&) A-/J’ P+, s, w) P&) dx. (19b) 
Thus (19) is the quantity to be approximated. The approximation to (19) 
that is to be developed below will yield immediately the desired weak sense 
solution to (4). In particular, the results of Part I lead to a simple method of 
approximating VJx, s, w), which converges as h, rl -+ 0. Henceforth, let 
K(v) be continuous. It is important to keep in mind that the f(.) and jj(.) in 
(18) are independent. Also, s(.) is independent of any dST measurable 
function. 
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Formally, I;(.r, s, w) satisfies 
dP’,(x, t, w) + 2Tk(x, t, w) dt + g’(x, t) di,(t) V&, t, w), 
x E G, s<t<T, 
FJx, T, co) = k(x), v&q t, w) = k(x) for N E iiG. 
V&x., T, w) = k(x), 
(20) 
l+, t, w) = exp [s,‘g(x, S) dy(s) - 4 jkr / g(x, s)l’ ds] k(x) 
[db’,((x, t, W) is symbolic for the “equally symbolic” term 
L-&, t + dt, w) - V-,&c, t, co).] 
The convergence proof does not depend on the validity of (20). 
Equation (20) will be treated almost exactly as we treated (5). The finite 
difference approximations, to be denoted by I’;*“(“, t, w), will converge to 
V&, t, w). 
Define &yiln s P(nd $- 0) - J(nd). Using the same finite difference ap- 
proximations as in Part I, we get, for x E G, , and after some rearranging, 
vpyx, nA, w) = c p;;(.Y,y) ty(y, nA + A, w) 
.ERh' 
(21) 
+ 6jn@, nA) v;qx, ?zA + A, w). 
Under the formal assumption that (for x E Gh) the term (the average one 
step change in V:*‘(X, nd, W) times 6j.n’g(X, nd)) 
is “small” relative to the terms on the right-hand side of (21), we add the 
term to the right side of (21) and rearrange to get the “approximation” 
V,n*‘(.x, nA, w) = (1 + Gjj,‘g(x, nd)) 1 p”,‘;(~, y) V;*“(y, nA + A), 
)'ER)&r 
XEGh, (22) 
with boundary conditions 
J’;*‘(x, nA, w) = k(s), nA=NA=T, xeGlh, 
(23) 
I’;*‘(x, nA, w) = k(x), n < N, xeGlh- Gh. 
As in Part I, the &,“(x, y) (which we assume here, as there, to be defined 
for all s, y E Rhr) are transition probabilities for a Markov chain, whose 
variables we call, again, {[z”}. We can and do suppose that the chains are 
independent of the ji( *) process. Following Part I and paragraph 1 of Part II, 
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the interpolations t”J(.) converge to x(.) w.p.l., uniformly on any interval 
[s, T], and each initial condition x for which (Al), (AZ!) hold. For each s, T 
(and similar initial X) the stopped processes @‘(.) converge similarly to the 
stopped process %( .). 
7 -. The Solution to (22), (23) 
Fix s, T, and let nA = s, NA = T, and define 
N-l 
Rh*“(n, A’) = fl (1 + Spj’g((f*‘, iA)). 
i=n 
Then the unique solution to (22), (23) can be written as4 
T’,,“(m, nA, w) =: Ez,,ILI{Rh+z, IV) k(.f$“) 1 c@$‘). (24) 
In (24), the expectation is only over the {~~~“}, which are independent of the 
{Syi>, which, in turn, are “fixed,” due to the conditioning. Due to the bound- 
ary condition (23), the J~$(x, ~1) actually can replace the &$(x, T) in (22). 
\Ve will now show that 
lFA(n, AT) - R(t, T) (25) 
in probability as A, h + 0. Suppose, until further mention, that s(z) = .Y, 
where .2* is in all the Gh , and (x, s) satisfy (Al), (A2). N7e have 
Thus 
(26) 
Finally, since by w.p.1. convergence of fhJ(.) to ?(.), 
N-l 
,& sFA4 J"~=g'wP)~P) e(P) - 4 j,' Ip.W)~P)l'~P 
.> 
as h, A + 0, (25) holds. 
9 If the 89, are assumed to be constants, then (22) is the backward equation for a 
certain “discounted” cost. Since the expectation in (22) does not effect the S?;, (being 
independent of { [:‘}), the purpose of the conditioning in (24) is to assure that the Sg,, 
are treated as constants when one iterates (22) from N back to n. 
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Let k(.) be a bounded and continuous function on R’. The RhJ(n, N) 
are uniformly integrable (in h, d). In fact, their second moments are uniformly 
bounded. Hence by (25) and the w.p.1. convergence of @‘(.) to ?(.), we have 
E,,, [ Rh*-l(n, m) k@J(T)) - R(s, T) k(%(T))j --+ 0 as h, A + 0, (27) 
By (27) 
Es,S[Rr(+, m) k@“(T)) - R(x, T) k@(T)) 1 @ST] 4 0. (28) 
as h, d + 0. Equation (28) yields that (24), the finite difference solution to 
(22), is indeed the correct approximation to P-,(X, s, w), from which the 
approximate conditional expectations may be obtained as 
We only need write the analogy of (I 5)-(17) to have a complete algorithm 
for obtaining the weak sense solution to (4). If X(S) has a density pS(.) for 
which (Al), (A2) hold, then (28) holds if E,,, is replaced by the expectation, 
given the appropriate initial condition. 
3. -4pprosimations to the Forward and Backward Equations for the Con- 
ditional Density 
Let -II denote the number of points on Grh. Fix h, A. For arbitrary lkl 
vectors V, S and an arbitrary (113 x M) square matrix F, define 
Order the points of G,l as they are ordered in the definition of P$” (defined 
above (15)), and define K, ~9~ and V(n, k) to be the vectors formed by the 
(k(x), x E G,‘), {l + &‘g(x), .v E Ghl), and { riad(n, X, w), .Y s Ghl), resp. 
Then, we can write (22), (23) in the form 
V(n, k) = %,, o P~‘%‘(n + 1, k) 
V(N, k) = K. 
(29) 
For each integer n, m, m > n, define the M x i1f matrix (with the states 
ordered as above) 
Q~*“(Tz, m, W) = {q:;P(n, m, w), x, y E Glh) 
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by Qh.A(?~, n OJ) = I, the identity, and for m > n, 
QhsA(n, m, OJ) = 9% o P,hsA’9~+l 0 P,“;“, ... C!?,,l-1 o P;!, 
= 9,, 0 PksAQhsA(n + 1, m, W) 
= Q)“*“(n, m - 1, CO) 9,-i 0 P;fl . 
(30) 
Then V(n, k) = QhsA(n, N, w) K and 
I;‘;-“(x, n, OJ) = c q$$z, N, w) k(y), XEG,,. (31) 
,‘eGlh 
For x E Gh , denote the corresponding row of QhvA(n, ;Y, W) as 
Qh*A(n, N, w, x). By (31), this row is an “unnormalized” weak sense con- 
ditional density. The row evolves as 
Q”mA(n, m, w, x) = QhsA(n, m - I, W, x) Yrnpl 0 P2-4 , (32a) 
a computation of the order of that of (17). Equation (32a) can be iterated 
backward or forward to get approximations for the backward or the forward 
Kolmogorov equation for the unnormalized conditional density. 
If X(S) has a density p,(.), such that (Al), (A2) hold, then we proceed 
exactly as in the development of (17b). Define psh(.) as above (17b) and the 
row vectors QhsA(n, m, w) by 
&“*“(n, m, W) = psA(n, m - 1, W) CY+r 0 P2il , (32b) 
where &haA(n, n, w) is merely the vector of components of psh(.) arranged in 
the correct order. Then noting (19b), we see that &hsA(n, N, w) is the desired 
unnormalized conditional density and, in particular, that 
(~~A(n, m, a) = {$“(n, m, w), y E Glh)) 
z 1IEGP 41/-L-A(n, m, w) k(y) P 
C~EG~ q;*‘(% m, w) 
3 E[k(i( T) 1 i&q (33) 
as h, A + 0. 
Remark. If (1 + @,‘g(li*‘, iA)) is replaced by exp S:’ in (22) and in the 
definition of Sn, then the proof is simple, and the kernel in (33) is the 
conditional distribution of &’ given, {Sjji, n < i < N - 1). 
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